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INDUSTRIAL BROOMS

Medium-sized flat brush for outdoor cleaning 

- Material: PVC and polietilene
- Handle Available: anodized
aluminum and wood

*Compatible with universal thread

Technical Length: 13,5 cm 
Brush Width: 27,0 cm

Large flat broom with a mixture of fibers of different thicknesses.
Ideal for road cleaning and extensive surfaces. 

- Material: Polypropylene
- Handle Available: anodized
aluminum and wood

*Compatible with universal thread

616617

Technical Length: 32 cm 
Brush Width: 41 cm
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Brush with short handle for use with one hand and dust
shovel.

Flat broom ideal for the industry and rustic floors. Lightweight,
sturdy and durable. 
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- Material: Polypropylene
- Handle Available: anodized
aluminum and wood

*Compatible with universal thread

- Material:  Polypropylene and
polyethylene
- Handle Available: Metallic lined with
plastic and plastic lined * with thread 

*Compatible with universal thread

Technical Length: 29 cm 
Brush Width: 25,5 cm

Technical Length: 37 cm 
Brush Width: 23 cm
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Brush Street Sweepers

Metal Claw

5 Wire Corn

- Material: Wood body and
special plastic fibers.
- Handle available: Wood,
plastic and aluminum.

- Material: Body plate with
screw and fly wing nut.

- Description: Broom for road
cleaning or large industrial
surfaces.
- Material: Corn Straw
- Mangos disponibles: Wood
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Technical Length: 58 cm 
Brush Width: 11.5 cm

Technical Length: 45cm 
Brush Width: 39 cm
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Bamboo Broom

Bamboo broom for road cleaning. Light and with great
ampllitude of brushed.

- Material: Bamboo branches
- Handles available: Bamboo
cane
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Technical Length: 92 cm 
Brush Width: 36 cm
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